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Trying to answer unanswered questions - Kenya
Television sets worldwide have been awash with heart-wrenching footage of the carnage
happening in various parts of Kenya following the presidential elections there in December.
Viewers have so many unanswered questions of the “Why?” and “What?” of it all. A U.K.
based charity and its film and TV production arm is has just released a DVD film that
attempts to answer some of those questions. The documentary film “Transformation in
Kenya” was filmed a matter of weeks before the fateful elections and interviews a number
of national church leaders and citizens about the climate in the country. Cameras followed
a series of leadership meetings held in Nairobi including its setting up and aftermath. Many
of the comments shared in the film reveal the simmering differences across the nation at the
time and the potential solution to national unity.
The film is part of HFC International’s “Into All the World” series of productions filmed on
almost every continent. The award nominated series features dramatic footage from such
locations as Hong Kong, Israel, Brazil and many other places around the globe. Upcoming
productions are currently being planned for in China, Nepal, West Africa and other far flung
locations. Currently “Into All the World” is being broadcast throughout the Middle East on
Sat 7, on The Australian Christian Channel, the Alfa and Omega Network (Romania and
worldwide), Premier TV (U.K.), Shine TV (New Zealand), U Channel (Indonesia), the
Family 7 Network (Holland) and IFBN (Israel).
Harvest Fields Commissioning International is a U.K. Registered Charity with the purpose
of assisting in raising up and encouraging churches and leaders in 39 countries and on all 5
continents for work in churches, charities and other humanitarian assistance groups. Its
websites are at: http://www.agapelive.net and http://www.hfci.net.
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